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The Laws of Scientific Hand Reading was first published in 1900 and has been out of print since

1960. This classic work, complete with more than 800 illustrations, is now entitled The Benham

Book of Palmistry and is part of The Newcastle Metaphysical Classic series. William. G. Benham

made a lifelong study of hand analysis and this famous book became the standard in its field. In

1900, Mr. Benham wrote, "No help was found from professionals, for nearly all proved to be

ignorant, unlettered, and trying solely to gain money, without any effort in the direction of scientific

investigation. During this time the word Palmistry was so buried under a mass of public disapproval

that a self-respecting person dared not say that he was even interested in it. Fully persuaded that it

had a scientific foundation, I set about to discover it" We now know that his scientific explanations

have stood the test of time.
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William G. Benham continued his study of palmistry throughout his life&#x97;also authoring How to

Choose Vocations From the Hand in 1932. His work has stood the test of time and influenced

generations of students and practitioners of palmistry. Rita Robinson is a published writer of

non-fiction and short stories that have appeared in more than 1,200 magazines on three continents.

A former reporter and award-winning journalist, her syndicated column, "Healthy Notions," appears

in dozens of regional senior publications throughout the country. She is also the author of 11 books,

including: The Palm: A Guide to Your Hidden Potential, Discover Yourself Through Palm Reading,



and Survivors of Suicide. Many of her works have also been published in a number of other

countries, including Russia, France, and China. A student of palmistry for more than 25 years, she

has been quoted as an expert in numerous publications, including Martha Stewart Living. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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They decided what was useful and what wasn't. One of the most important teaching tools I use

when teaching RESPONSIBLE palmistry is to know what to do or say if someone has some very

disturbing marks on their hands regarding mental health and suicidal tendencies. This is in the

original book with an actual photo of the hands of a woman who had committed suicide. This photo

is nowhere to be found in the "essential work". If you want the ESSENTIAL work get the entire book!

I have found this book useful for decades. I have not yet come across a book on palmistry or rather

chirognomy yet that compares. This is the FOURTH time I have purchased this book due to

extreme usage causing pages to fall out, get lost, become coffee spilled and stained, and be eaten

by dogs, cats, and wild animals. There is no book on knowing about people by looking at them from

a distance or even close up that I know of yet. I have been able to help hundreds of people in

advising doctors on what to look for, recommending activities to thwart circumstances resulting from

various temperaments, and helping others gain perspective on their lives. People think I'm psychic,

but I don't claim to be. This book has just helped me retain incite that even most psychics I have

encountered don't have. In fact, what I can tell a person about themselves and their lives as a result

of what I learn in this book is by miles far more accurate than any guessing and mind playing



psychic I have ever spoken to. Too bad I can only give five of five stars to this book because with a

maximum of five stars I would give it ten stars.

This book is so wonderfully detailed and excellent. I own both hard copy (all beat up from so much

use) and a kindle, so I can readily see the materials anytime. So many interesting hands in our lives,

and this book helps me check for many of the complexities that I see each day.

This book is great for those who like to study the lesser popular arts of human nature and

development. This book is not about reading someone's future as it is giving you insight into a

person's personalilty, behavior's, habits and then making reasonable deductions based on collected

information. It is a book that requires practical application and practice to master. I enjoyed this

book. It is very detailed and well studied. The pictures are sometimes lacking and are usually

extremes that don't show usual traits. But as fingerprints are unique so is each hand.

Thank you for special care and for the description of the book state, which is close to perfect. Well

conserved!!! Thank you!!!

The book for in-depth study of palmistry as long as you keep in mind that it was originally published

in 1900. There is much excellent material here; so, you are encouraged to read it carefully. A

caution: There is a brief breakdown of landmarks in the introduction (page xxiv) that is very easy to

miss; consequently, reading and comprehension can be challenging in places because significant

areas of the hand are referenced. Those in-depth explanations are in later chapters.

the ultimate book on palmistry.

As a practicing palmist, I found this book to be a great resource. Benham goes into great detail and

there are many visuals. I recommend it to anyone who is into deepening their hand reading abilities.
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